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7255 Temperature
v1.13 Gameplay MMH 37-5483 Zappara 2009-05-12

This plugin adds Temperature values and temperature effects to
Morrowind. Only player is affected. There is also a new item that
let's you check the temperature. Dwemer Thermometer can be

found in Seyda Neen, Census and Excise Office on Captain's table.
Temperature values normally are ...

7014 Explorers v2.5
Addons v1.1 Gameplay MMH 37-2859 Zappara 2009-04-24

Because Lionmane's Explorers v2.5 mod isn't compatible with
Advanced Herbalism or Herbalism Redux and Resources Enhanced
mods I decided to make an addon pack that will make them work

together. So here's the file names and their explanation:
Explorers25Full_Advanced_Herbalis...

6995
Disturb the
Dead v3.31
Plus Addons

Gameplay MMH 37-2882 Zappara 2009-04-24

This plugin adds a simple script to urns and caskets in the Tombs
and to the chests in Barrows. It also adds some global scripts. Now

opening an urn, a casket or a chest might wake up the dead!
There's 75% chance to open safely an urn and 25% chance to wake

an undead creature (this happens only t...

6994 Disturb the
dead v3.31 Gameplay MMH 37-219 Zappara 2004-03-29

This plugin adds a simple script to urns in the Tombs and to the
chests in Barrows and some global scripts. The urns have some

new loot too. Now opening the urn or the chest might wake up the
dead! There's 75% chance to open safely an urn and 25% chance

to wake an undead creature (this happens on...

6993
Disturb the

Dead Addons
v2.0

Gameplay MMH 37-5545 Zappara 2010-10-23
Because Explorers mod isn't compatible with Disturb the Dead I

decided to make an addon pack that will make them work
together. Srikandi's Homeopathic Alchemy mod was another mod

that needs to be compatible with these two mods

6658 Tombs
Expanded v1.1 Dungeons MMH 31-479 Zappara 2004-10-13

This plugin expands every tomb in Vvardenfell by adding 1-6 new
dungeon levels to them which means that there will be over 300
new dungeon levels to search. Every tomb has also new loot and
new undead monsters. New creatures are all levelled creatures

and their levels are from 20 to 60. Ther...

6657 Tombs
Expanded v1.0 Dungeons MMH 31-535 Zappara 2009-04-06

This plugin expands every tomb in Vvardenfell by adding 1-6 new
dungeon levels to them which means that there will be about 300
new dungeon levels to search. Every tomb has also new loot and
new undead monsters. New creatures are all levelled creatures

and their levels are from 20 to 60. There ar...

6656
Tombs

Expanded - The
Undead Addon

v1.0
Dungeons MMH 31-530 Zappara 2009-04-06

If you are using both Tombs Expanded and The Undead mods. This
addon adds the creatures from the The Undead mod to the levelled

lists of Tombs Expanded which means that The Undead mod's
undead creatures will appear also in the new tomb levels. This

makes Tomb raiding even more harder. ...

2543 Thirsk Summer
Cabin v2.0 Houses MMH 44-3414 Zappara 2009-05-12

You can find the summer cabin near Lake Fjalding in Solstheim.
Talk to the nord Fjolfr who is near the front door and he'll give you

some quests. Once you have completed the quests, he'll let you
enter the cabin. Inside the cabin you'll meet Shaman Thorgar

Snow-Wind. He can help you in many ways....

2542 Thirsk Sauna
v1.0 Houses MMH 44-3546 Zappara 2009-05-12 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Thirsk Sauna -plugin Index: 1.

Installation 2. Playing the Plugin 3. ...

1821 Nerevarine's
Castle v0.9 Houses MMH 44-7242 Zappara 2012-08-13

Soon after Nerevarine had defeated Dagoth Ur and his minions the
people of Morrowind wanted to show admiration to their Hero by
reconstructing a lost dwemer castle, now known as Nerevarine's

Castle. The Castle is located in a remote island far north of Dagon
Fel. The people who helped reconstruct...

1036
Dwemer
Playtime

Counter v1.0
Items MMH 46-645 Zappara 2009-04-06

This plugin keeps track of time how long you have been playing
Morrowind. So it counts real life time, not in-game time. There's an

item in Seyda Neen, Census and Excise office that let's you see
your playing time. The item is on the table were you get also the

release papers whe...


